EXAMPLE INDEX OF SHEETS

0001 TITLE SHEET
0002 INDEX OF SHEETS AND STANDARDS
0003-0009 TYPICAL SECTION SHEETS
AB01-AB04 GENERAL NOTES AND SUMMARY OF PAY QUANTITIES (BRIDGE)
AR01 SUMMARY OF PAY QUANTITIES & NOTES (ROADWAY)
AR02 SUGGESTED SEQUENCE OF CONSTRUCTION
AT01-AT03 SUMMARY OF PAY QUANTITIES AND NOTES (TRAFFIC)
AT04 RAILROAD NOTES (TRAFFIC)
AX01-AX03 SUMMARY SHEETS (ROADWAY)
B001-B004 GENERAL PLAN AND ELEVATION (BRIDGE A)
B005-B010 FOUNDATION SHEETS
B011-B013 SUBSTRUCTURE STAKING DIAGRAM
B014-B015 DETAILS OF EXCAVATION
B016 PIER SUBSTRUCTURE EXCAVATION
B017-B021 DETAILS OF ABUTMENT NO. 1
B022-B029 DETAILS OF ABUTMENT NO. 2
B030-B044 DETAILS OF PIERS
B045, B046 DETAILS OF AESTHETICS TREATMENTS
B047-B051 DETAILS OF BEAMS
B052, B053 DETAILS OF BEARINGS
B054-B067 DETAILS OF SUPERSTRUCTURE
B068, B069 DETAILS OF DECK DRAINS
B070-B072 DETAILS OF PEDESTRIAN RAIL
B073, B074 DETAILS OF 42 INCH PARAPET
B075, B076 DETAILS OF THROW FENCE
B077 DETAILS OF APPROACH SLAB
B078 DETAILS OF SLOPEWALL AT ABUTMENT NO. 1
B079 DETAILS OF SLOPEWALL AT ABUTMENT NO. 2
B080-B082 HISTORIC BRIDGE SIGNAGE DETAILS
R001 DRAINAGE STRUCTURE DESIGN RECORD
R002 STORMWATER MANAGEMENT PLAN SHEET
R003 CURB RAMP DETAIL SHEET
R004-R005 SIDEWALK PLAN AND PROFILE DETAIL SHEET
R006SPECIAL DETAIL #1
R007SPECIAL DETAIL #2
R008 GEOMETRIC DETAIL LOWER NOBLE AVE.
R009 GEOMETRIC DETAIL FIFTH STREET
R010 GEOMETRIC DETAIL SECOND STREET
R011 LEFT TURN LANE DETAIL SHEET
R012-R015 EROSION CONTROL DETAIL SHEETS
R016-R019 MASS DIAGRAM SHEET
R020-R027 PLAN & PROFILE SHEETS
R028 PEDESTRIAN RAIL DETAIL SHEET
R029 RETAINING WALL DETAIL SHEET
RW01 GENERAL NOTES MSE WALL
RW02, RW03 GENERAL WALL PLAN
RW04 MSE WALL 1 PLAN AND PROFILE
RW05 MSE WALL 2 PLAN AND PROFILE
RW06-RW09 DETAILS OF MSE WALL
S001-S017 SURVEY DATA SHEETS
T001 ADVANCED WARNING
T002 TRAFFIC CONTROL DETAIL (SHOULDER CLOSURE)
T003 TRAFFIC CONTROL DETAIL (PHASE 1)
T004T RAFFIC CONTROL DETAIL (PHASE 2)
T005 SIGN SUMMARY
T006 SPECIAL SIGNS
T007-T011 SIGNING AND STRIPING
T012-T016 LIGHTING PLAN
X001-X028 PHASE ONE CROSS SECTIONS
X029-X072 PHASE TWO CROSS SECTIONS
X073-X078 FIFTH STREET CROSS SECTIONS
X079-X091 LOWER NOBLE AVE. CROSS SECTIONS
X092-X125 2ND STREET CROSS SECTIONS